Aberrant functional connectivity in patients with Parkinson's disease and freezing of gait: a within- and between-network analysis.
Freezing of gait (FOG) is a disabling motor symptom that affects patients with Parkinson's disease (PD). MRI-based evidence suggest that multiple brain structures are involved in the occurrence of FOG. We investigated the integrity of the neuronal networks in PD patients with FOG (PD-FOG), considering both within-network resting-state functional connectivity (rsFC) and between-network rsFC. Thirty-one PD patients (15 PD-FOG and 16 PD-nFOG) and 16 healthy subjects (HS) underwent a rsfMRI study. The data was analysed by using FSL Melodic and FSLNets software to study within- and between-network rsFC. PD-FOG displayed a higher within-network rsFC that involved a greater number of resting-state networks (RSNs) than PD-nFOG. rsFC in the basal ganglia network significantly correlated with the Timed Up and Go test. Moreover, when compared with HS, PD-FOG displayed reduced rsFC between the right fronto-parietal and executive-control RSNs, which significantly correlated with FOG severity. This study demonstrates that FOG is associated with an impaired interplay and communication between the RSNs that underpin attentive and executive abilities, especially in the right hemisphere.